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In this paper, the synergistic effects of the loading frequency and testing temperature on the fatigue hysteresis behaviour of a
cross-ply SiC/MAS ceramic-matrix composite are investigated. The fatigue stress-strain hysteresis loop models, considering
different matrix cracking modes, are developed to establish the relationships among the fatigue hysteresis loops, fatigue
hysteresis dissipated energy and fibre/matrix interface shear stress. Comparing the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated
energy with the theoretical values, the fibre/matrix interface shear stress of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under the
loading frequency of 1 and 10 Hz at 566 °C and 1093 °C in air conditions are obtained for different applied cycle numbers
and fatigue peak stresses. At a low loading frequency of 1 Hz, the fibre/matrix interface shear stress and interface shear
stress degradation rate of the cross-ply SiC/MAS are higher than that at the loading frequency of 10 Hz. At 1093 °C in air
conditions, the fibre/matrix interface shear stress and interface shear stress degradation rate of the cross-ply SiC/MAS are
higher than that at 566 °C in air conditions.

INTRODUCTION
Ceramics have excellent stiffness-to-weight and
strength-to-weight ratios compared with traditional
metals, especially at high temperature. However, their
use as structural components is severely limited due to
brittleness. The inherent brittleness of ceramics can be
overcome by using fibre reinforcements, which can debond and slide through the matrix to dissipate energy.
At the same time, the fibre-reinforced ceramic-matrix
composites (CMCs) retain the attractive high temperature properties of ceramics [1].
In order to use fibre-reinforced CMCs with confidence, designers and engineers must be able to predict
the mechanical response under cyclic fatigue loading.
Upon unloading and subsequent reloading, when the
peak stress exceeds the first matrix cracking stress,
fatigue stress-strain hysteresis loops appear as fibres that
slide relative to the matrix in the interface de-bonded
region [2]. The shape, location and area of the fatigue
stress-strain hysteresis loops can be used to reveal the
internal damage evolution in the fibre-reinforced CMCs
[3, 4]. Li et al. [5, 6] investigated the cyclic loading/
unloading tensile and tension-tension fatigue behaviour
of a unidirectional C/SiC composite at room temperature
and elevated temperatures. The stress-strain hysteresis
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loops corresponding to different fatigue peak stresses
and applied cycle numbers have been predicted using
fatigue hysteresis loops models considering different
fibre/matrix interface slip cases. Under cyclic fatigue
loading, the decrease in the interface shear stress is
the main reason that fibre-reinforced CMCs suffer
fatigue failure. Reynaud et al. [7, 8] investigated the
fatigue hysteresis evolution of 2D woven SiC/SiC and
2.5D woven C/SiC at room temperature and elevated
temperatures in an inert atmosphere. The fatigue
stress-strain hysteresis loops area of the 2D woven
SiC/SiC composite increases with the test temperature
and the applied cycle number; however, the fatigue
stress-strain hysteresis loops area of the 2.5D woven
C/SiC decreases with test temperature and the applied
cycles. The difference in the fatigue hysteresis loops
area evolution with the applied cycle number between
the 2D woven SiC/SiC and the 2.5D woven C/SiC is
mainly due to the thermal residual stress that exists in
the fibre/matrix interface. Fantozzi and Reynaud [9]
investigated the fatigue hysteresis behaviour of bi- or
multi-directional fibres reinforced CMCs at room temperature and elevated temperatures in an inert or in
an oxidation atmosphere. The relationship between the
internal friction evolution and the fibre/matrix interface shear stress has been established, which can be
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NicalonTM SiC (Nippon Carbon Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan) fibre-reinforced barium-stuffed magnesium aluminosilicate (MAS) cordierite matrix composite (SiC/
MAS CMCs) was provided by Steiner [13]. The fibres
have an average diameter of 15 μm. The cross-ply SiC/
MAS composite was manufactured by hot pressing at
temperature above 1200 °C. The volume fraction of the
fibres was approximately 40 %. The specimens, with dimensions of 153 × 5.08 × 3.175 mm, were cut from the
square composite plates.
Tension-tension fatigue tests were conducted on
an MTS servo hydraulic load-frame (MTS Systems
Corp., Minneapolis MN, USA). The longitudinal deformation was measured with the aid of an MTS 632.65B-03
extensometer with quartz rods. The rods were sharpened
and the extensometer calibrated to a gauge length of
25.4 mm prior to each of the tests. The tension-tension
fatigue tests at 566 °C and 1093 °C in air were performed
under a load control with a triangular waveform and a
loading frequency of 1 and 10 Hz and the fatigue load
ratio, i.e., minimum to maximum stress, of 0.1, and the
maximum number of applied cycles was defined to be
1 000 000 applied cycles. During cyclic fatigue loading,
the fatigue hysteresis modulus Ea is calculated by
Equation 1. [3]
σmax − σmin
Ea = ε − ε
(1)
max
min
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EXPERIMENTAL

where σ max and σ min denote the fatigue peak and valley
stresses, respectively; and ɛmax and ɛmin denote the fatigue peak and valley strains, respectively.
The tensile strength of SiC/MAS at 566 °C in air
was 292 MPa. The fatigue peak stresses were 137 MPa
(47.1 % σUTS), 120 MPa (41.2 % σUTS), 103 MPa (35.3 %
σUTS), 98 MPa (33.6 % σUTS) and 86 MPa (29.4 % σUTS)
at the loading frequency of 10 Hz, and 137 MPa (47.1 %
σUTS), 120 MPa (41.2 % σUTS), 103 MPa (35.3 % σUTS),
and 99 MPa (34.2 % σUTS) at the loading frequency of
1 Hz. The fatigue life S‒N curve of SiC/MAS at 566 °C
in air is illustrated in Figure 1.
The tensile strength of SiC/MAS at 1093 °C in air
was 209 MPa. The fatigue peak stresses were 137 MPa
(65.8 % σUTS), 103 MPa (49.4 % σUTS), 96 MPa (46.1 %
σUTS), 94 MPa (45.3 % σUTS) and 86 MPa (41.1 % σUTS)
at the loading frequency of 10 Hz, and 137 MPa (65.8 %
σUTS), 120 MPa (57.6 % σUTS), 103 MPa (49.4 % σUTS),
96 MPa (46.1 % σUTS), and 86 MPa (41.1 % σUTS) at the
loading frequency of 1 Hz. The fatigue life S‒N curve
of SiC/MAS at 1093 °C in air is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1.  The fatigue life of the S‒N curve of the cross-ply SiC/
MAS composite at 566 °C in air.
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used to measure the evolution of the interface shear
stress. Li [10-12] developed an approach to estimate the
fibre/matrix interface shear stress of fibre-reinforced
CMCs from the fatigue hysteresis loop area. The fibre/
matrix interface shear stress in a unidirectional, crossply, and 2.5D C/SiC at room temperature and 800 °C
in air conditions has been estimated. The fibre/matrix
interface shear stress degradation rate at 800 °C in air
conditions is much higher than that at room temperature
due to the interphase oxidation. However, in the research
mentioned above, the synergistic effects of the loading
frequency and testing temperature on the fatigue
hysteresis behaviour of cross-ply CMCs have not been
investigated.
In this paper, the synergistic effects of the loading
frequency and testing temperature on the fatigue hysteresis behaviour of cross-ply SiC/MAS composite are
investigated. The damage evolution process under tension-tension cyclic fatigue loading is analysed using the
fatigue hysteresis loops. Comparing the experimental
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with the theoretical
computational values, the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress of a cross-ply SiC/MAS at 566 °C and 1093 °C
in air conditions under the loading frequency of 1 and
10 Hz are obtained corresponding to different applied
cycle numbers and fatigue peak stresses.
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Figure 2.  The fatigue life of the S‒N curve of the cross-ply SiC/
MAS composite at 1093 °C in air.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
SiC/MAS at 566 °C in air
The experimental fatigue hysteresis modulus and
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus the applied
cycle number curves of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite at 566 °C in air conditions are illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4.
At the loading frequency of 1 Hz, when the fatigue
peak stress is σmax = 137 MPa, the fatigue hysteresis modulus decreases from 117 GPa at the 1st applied cycle to
73 GPa at the 50th applied cycle, due to the formation
and propagation of matrix cracking in the 90° and 0°
plies, as shown in Figure 3a; and the fatigue hysteresis
dissipated energy decreases from 5.3 kJ·m-3 at the 4th
applied cycle to 4.4 kJ·m-3 at the 230th applied cycle, due
to the matrix cracking and interface oxidation in the
0° plies, as shown in Figure 4a. When the fatigue peak
stress is σmax = 120 MPa, the fatigue hysteresis modulus

decreases from 117 GPa at the 1st applied cycle to
83 GPa at the 110th applied cycle, as shown in Figure 3a;
and the fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy decreases
from 4.5 kJ·m-3 at the 3rd applied cycle to 3.2 kJ·m-3 at
the 105th applied cycle, as shown in Figure 4a. When
the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 103 MPa, the fatigue
hysteresis modulus decreases from 117 GPa at the 1st
applied cycle to 104 GPa at the 150th applied cycle, as
shown in Figure 3a; and the fatigue hysteresis dissipated
energy decreases from 2.8 kJ·m-3 at the 4th applied cycle
to 2.4 kJ·m-3 at the 920th applied cycle, as shown in
Figure 4a.
At the loading frequency of 10 Hz, when the fatigue
peak stress is σmax = 137 MPa, the fatigue hysteresis
modulus decreases from 117 GPa at the 1st applied
cycle to 78 GPa at the 110th applied cycle, as shown in
Figure 3b; and the fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
decreases from 6.5 kJ·m-3 at the 2nd applied cycle to
3.6 kJ·m-3 at the 7730th applied cycle, as shown in Figure
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Figure 3. The hysteresis modulus versus the cycle number curves of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite at 566 °C in air
corresponding to the loading frequency of: a) 1 Hz; and b) 10 Hz.
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Figure 4. The hysteresis dissipated energy versus the cycle number curves of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite at 566 °C in air
corresponding to the loading frequency of: a) 1 Hz; and b) 10 Hz.
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4b. When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 120 MPa,
the fatigue hysteresis modulus decreases from 117 GPa
at the 1st applied cycle to 91 GPa at the 1048th applied
cycle, as shown in Figure 3b; and the fatigue hysteresis
dissipated energy decreases from 2.5 kJ·m-3 at the 6th
applied cycle to 1.3 kJ·m-3 at the 6150th applied cycle,
as shown in Figure 4b. When the fatigue peak stress is
σ max = 103 MPa, the fatigue hysteresis modulus decreases
from 117 GPa at the 1st applied cycle to 106 GPa at the
150th applied cycle, as shown in Figure 3b; and the
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy decreases from
1.3 kJ·m-3 at the 2nd applied cycle to 0.6 kJ·m-3 at the
2073th applied cycle, as shown in Figure 4b.
SiC/MAS at 1093 °C in air
The experimental fatigue hysteresis modulus and
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus the cycle
number curves of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite

at 1093 °C in air conditions are illustrated in Figures 5
and 6.
At the loading frequency of 1 Hz, when the fatigue
peak stress is σ max = 137 MPa, the fatigue hysteresis
modulus decreases from 96 GPa at the 1st applied
cycle to 49 GPa at the 10th applied cycle, as shown in
Figure 5a; and the fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
decreases from 43 kJ·m-3 at the 4th applied cycle to
32 kJ·m-3 at the 25th applied cycle, as shown in Figure
6a. When the fatigue peak stress is σ max = 120 MPa, the
fatigue hysteresis modulus decreases from 96 GPa at the
1st applied cycle to 53 GPa at the 90th applied cycle, as
shown in Figure 5a; and the fatigue hysteresis dissipated
energy decreases from 34 kJ·m-3 at the 3rd applied cycle
to 22 kJ·m-3 at the 75th applied cycle, as shown in Figure
6a. When the fatigue peak stress is σ max = 103 MPa, the
fatigue hysteresis modulus decreases from 96 GPa at the
1st applied cycle to 63 GPa at the 1013rd applied cycle, as
shown in Figure 5a; and the fatigue hysteresis dissipated
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Figure 5. The hysteresis modulus versus the cycle number curves of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite at 1093 °C in air
corresponding to the loading frequency of: a) 1 Hz; and b) 10 Hz.
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Figure 6. The hysteresis dissipated energy versus the cycle number curves of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite at 1093 °C in air
corresponding to the loading frequency of: a) 1 Hz; and b) 10 Hz.
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energy decreases from 25 kJ·m-3 at the 4th applied cycle
to 6.5 kJ·m-3 at the 10608th applied cycle, as shown in
Figure 6a. When the fatigue peak stress is σ max = 96 MPa,
the fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy decreases from
16 kJ·m-3 at the 3rd applied cycle to 4.4 kJ·m-3 at the
33299th applied cycle, as shown in Figure 6a.
At the loading frequency of 10 Hz, when the fatigue
peak stress is σ max = 137 MPa, the fatigue hysteresis
modulus decreases from 96 GPa at the 1st applied cycle
to 54 GPa at the 106th applied cycle, as shown in Figure
5b. When the fatigue peak stress is σ max = 103 MPa,
the fatigue hysteresis modulus decreases from 96 GPa
at the 1st applied cycle to 68 GPa at the 110th applied
cycle, as shown in Figure 5b; and the fatigue hysteresis
dissipated energy decreases from 13 kJ·m-3 at the 6th
applied cycle to 3.1 kJ·m-3 at the 94044th applied cycle,
as shown in Figure 6b. When the fatigue peak stress is
σ max = 96 MPa, the fatigue hysteresis modulus decreases
from 96 GPa at the 1st applied cycle to 85 GPa at the 110th
applied cycle, as shown in Figure 5b; and the fatigue
hysteresis dissipated energy decreases from 8.1 kJ·m-3 at
the 6th applied cycle to 3.6 kJ m-3 at the 37439th applied
cycle, as shown in Figure 6b. When the fatigue peak
stress is σ max = 86 MPa, the fatigue hysteresis dissipated
energy decreases from 7.2 kJ·m-3 at the 6th applied cycle
to 1.6 kJ·m-3 at the 1063330th applied cycle, as shown in
Figure 6b.
HYSTERESIS THEORIES
Upon the first loading onto the fatigue peak stress
σ max, which is higher than the first cracking stress of
the transverse and longitudinal plies, it is assumed that

σ

0°

b

90°

2d

0°

b

the transverse cracks and matrix cracks would extend
throughout the entire laminate cross-section. The multi-cracking modes in the cross-ply CMCs can be classified into five different modes, as shown in Figure 7,
including: [14]
● Cracking mode I: transverse cracking in the transverse

tow, with debonding at the ply boundary;

● Cracking mode II: transverse cracking and matrix

cracking with perfect fibre/matrix bonding, and fracture of the fibres occurs in the longitudinal ply;

● Cracking mode III: transverse cracking and matrix

cracking with fibre/matrix debonding and sliding in
the longitudinal ply;

● Cracking mode IV: matrix cracking with perfect fib-

re/matrix bonding, and fracture of the fibres occurs in
the longitudinal ply;

● Cracking mode V: matrix cracking and fibre/matrix

interface debonding and sliding in the longitudinal
ply.

The fatigue stress-strain hysteresis loops develop
as a result of the energy dissipation through the frictional sliding between the fibres and the matrix upon
unloading and subsequent reloading. In the matrix
cracking modes mentioned above, the fibre/matrix
interface debonding and sliding occur in the matrix
cracking mode III and mode V. The shape, location
and area of the hysteresis loops of the cross-ply CMCs
depend on the fibre/matrix interface debonding and
sliding state in the matrix cracking mode III and mode
V. The schematic figure for the fibre sliding relative to
the matrix upon unloading and reloading is shown in
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Figure 7.  The undamaged state and five damaged modes of the cross-ply ceramic composites: a) undamaged composite; b) mode 1:
transverse cracking in the transverse ply, with debonding at the ply boundary; c) mode 2: transverse cracking and matrix cracking
with perfect fibre/matrix bonding, and fracture of the fibres occurs in the longitudinal ply; d) mode 3: transverse cracking and
matrix cracking with fibre/matrix debonding and sliding in the longitudinal ply; e) mode 4: matrix cracking with perfect fibre/
matrix bonding, and fracture of the fibres occurs in the longitudinal ply; and f) mode 5: matrix cracking and fibre/matrix interface
debonding and sliding in the longitudinal ply.
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Figure 8. A unit cell is extracted from the CMCs, which
contains a single fibre surrounded by a hollow cylinder
of the matrix. The fibre radius is rf, and the matrix radius
is R(R = r f/Vf 1/2). The length of the unit cell is L/2, which
is half of the matrix crack spacing, and the interface
de-bonded length is Ld. Upon unloading, a counter slip
occurs in the interface de-bonded region. The interface
de-bonded region can be divided into two regions, i.e.,
the interface counter-slip region and the interface slip
region, as shown in Figure 8a. The interface counterslip length is denoted as y. Upon reloading, a new slip
occurs in the interface de-bonded region. The interface
de-bonded region can be divided into three regions, i.e.,
the interface new-slip region, the interface counter-slip
region, and the interface slip region, as shown in Figure
8b. The interface new-slip region is denoted as z. Based

on the damage mechanism of the fibre sliding relative
to the matrix upon unloading/reloading, the hysteresis
loops can be divided into four different cases, including:
● Case I: the fibre/matrix interface partially debonding
and the fibre completely sliding relative to the matrix
in the interface de-bonded region;
● Case II: the fibre/matrix interface partially debonding
and the fibre partially sliding relative to the matrix in
the interface de-bonded region;
● Case III: the fibre/matrix interface completely debonding and the fibre partially sliding relative to the
matrix in the interface de-bonded region;
● Case IV: the fibre/matrix interface completely debonding and the fibre completely sliding relative to the
matrix in the interface de-bonded region.
Matrix cracking mode III
The unloading strain ɛcu and reloading strain ɛcr
corresponding to the interface slip in Case I and Case II
can be described using the following equations.

matrix

τi y 2
τ (2y − Ld) (2y − L + Ld)
−2 i
− (αc − αf) ∆
Vf_axial Ef
Ef rf L
Ef
rf L
(2)
τ y2
τ (2y − Ld) (2y − L + Ld)
σ
εcu =
+4 i
−2 i
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Vf_axial Ef
Ef rf L
Ef
rf L
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σ
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+
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Ef rf L Ef
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Figure 8.  The schematic figure
V
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Ef rf L
Ef
the matrix upon: a) unloading; andf_axial
b) reloading.
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Vf_axial Ef

εcu =

slip counter-slip
region
region

b)

σ

where Vf_axial denotes the fibre volume fraction along the
loading direction; Ef denotes the fibre elastic modulus;
τ i denotes the interface shear stress; αf, and αc denote
the fibre, and composite thermal expansion coefficient,
respectively; and ∆T denotes the temperature difference
between the fabricated temperature T0 and testing
temperature T1 (∆T = T1 ‒ T0).
The unloading strain ɛcu and reloading strain ɛcr
corresponding to the interface slip in Case III and Case
IV can be described using the following equations.

matrix

interface bonded region

+4

τi z 2 4τi (y − 2z)2
τ (Ld + 2y − 2z − L)
+
+2 i
– (αc − αf) ∆Τ
rf L
Ef rf L Ef
rf L
Ef

a)

fiber

σ

εcu =

interface debonded region Ld

(5)
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Matrix cracking mode V

where η denotes the composite damage parameter, i.e.,
the proportion of matrix cracking mode 3 in the entire
The unloading strain ɛcu and reloading strain ɛcr
matrix cracking modes.
corresponding to the interface slip in Case I and Case II
Comparing the experimental fatigue hysteresis
can be described using the following equations.
dissipated
energy with the theoretical computational
τi y 2
τi (2y − Ld)(2y +values,
Ld − L)the fibre/matrix interface shear stress of the
1
εcu =
(σ – kσto) + 4
–2
– (αc − αf) ∆Τ
Vf_axial Ef
Ef rf L
Ef
rf L fibre-reinforced
CMCs can be obtained. The degradation
(6) rate ψ of the fibre/matrix interface shear stress can be
2
τ y
τ (2y − Ld)(2y + Ld − L)
(σ – kσto) + 4 i
–2 i
– (αc − αf) ∆Τ
described using the following equation.
E r L
E
r L
f

4τi
Ef

f

f

f

τi (Ninitial) − τi (Nfinal)
ψ=
(12)
2
2
z
Ninitial
τ
4τ (y − 2z)
− 2z−−NL)
τ (Ld − 2y + 2z)(Ld + 2y
1
final
εcr =
(σ – kσto) – 4 i
+ i
+2 i
– (αc − αf) ∆Τ
Vf_axial Ef
Ef rf L Ef
rf L
r L
Ef
where Ninitial andf Nfinal denote the initial and final cycle
number for estimating the interface shear stress; and
(y − 2z)2
τ (Ld − 2y + 2z)(Ld + 2y − 2z − L)
+2 i
– (αc − αf) ∆Τ
τi(Ninitial) and τi(Nfinal) denote the estimated interface
rf L
rf L
Ef
shear stress at the initial and final cycle number.
(7)
where k denotes the proportion of transverse ply in the
entire composite; and σto denotes the axial stress in the
transverse ply.
The unloading strain ɛcu and reloading strain ɛcr
corresponding to the interface slip in Case III and Case
IV can be described using the following equations.

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS
SiC/MAS at 566 °C in air

At the loading frequency of f = 1 Hz, when the
fatigue peak stress is σmax = 137 MPa, the experimental 2and theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
τi y 2
τi (2y – L/2)
1
versus
the−the
interface shear stress curves
εcu =
(σ – kσto) + 4
–2
– (α
αf)fibre/matrix
∆Τ
Vf_axial Ef
Ef rf L
rf Lare shownc in Figure
Ef
9a. The theoretical fatigue hysteresis
(8) dissipated energy increases with the decreasing fibre/
2
τi y 2
τi (2y – L/2)
1
matrix interface shear stress from 10.4 kJ·m-3 at τi =
(σ – kσto) + 4
–2
– (αc − αf) ∆Τ
Ef rf L
rf L
Ef
20 MPa to the peak values of 20.8 kJ·m-3 at τi = 8.2 MPa,
f_axial Ef
and then decreases to 0 kJ·m-3 at τi = 0 MPa. The
2
2
hysteresis
dissipated energy decreases
τ z2
τ (y − 2z)
(L/2 − 2y + 2z)
τ experimental
1
εcr =
(σ – kσto) – 4 i
+4 i
–2 i
– (αc th− αf) ∆Τ
-3
from
5.4
kJ·m
at
the
4
applied cycle to 4.4 kJ·m-3 at
Vf_axial Ef
Ef rf L
Ef
rf L
rf L
Ef
th
the 230 applied cycle, which lies in the left part of the
2
2
z2
(9) fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus the fibre/
τ (y − 2z)
τ (L/2 − 2y + 2z)
+4 i
–2 i
– (αc − αf) ∆Τ
matrix interface shear stress curve. Comparing the exEf
rf L
rf L
Ef
fL
perimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with
the theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix
interface shear stress corresponding to the different
Hysteresis dissipated energy
applied cycle numbers can be obtained, as shown in
The fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy corres- Figure 9b, in which the fibre/matrix interface shear
ponding to the different applied cycle numbers can be stress decreases from 1.2 MPa at the 4th applied cycle to
1 MPa at the 230th applied cycle.
described using the following equation. [15]
When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 120 MPa,
σ
(10) the experimental and theoretical fatigue hysteresis disU = ∫σ [εcu (σ) – εcr (σ)]d σ
sipated energy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear
Substituting the unloading and reloading strain in stress curves are shown in Figure 10a. The theoretical
Equation 2 ~ 5 into Equation 10, the fatigue hysteresis fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy increases with
dissipated energy of U3 of matrix cracking mode 3 can the decreasing fibre/matrix interface shear stress from
be obtained for the different interface slips cases; sub- 6.7 kJ·m-3 at τ i = 20 MPa to the peak values of 15.5 kJ·m-3
stituting the unloading and reloading strain of Equation at τi = 7.2 MPa, and then decreases to 0 kJ·m-3 at
6 ~ 9 into Equation 10, the fatigue hysteresis dissipated τi = 0 MPa. The experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated
energy of U5 of matrix cracking mode 5 can also be energy decreases from 4.5 kJ·m-3 at the 3rd applied cycle
obtained for the different interface slip cases. The com- to 3.2 kJ·m-3 at the 105th applied cycle, which lies in
posite fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy of Uc can be the left part of the fatigue hysteresis dissipated enerdescribed using the following equation.
gy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear stress curve.
Comparing the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipaUc = ηU3 + (1 – η)U5
(11) ted energy with the theoretical computational values,
max

min
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Figure 9. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the interface
shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 137 MPa and the loading frequency
of 1 Hz at 566 °C in air (b).
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Figure 10. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 120 MPa and the loading
frequency of 1 Hz at 566 °C in air (b).
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Figure 11. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 103 MPa and the loading
frequency of 1 Hz at 566 °C in air (b).
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Figure 12. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 137 MPa and the loading
frequency of 10 Hz at 566 °C in air (b).
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Figure 13. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 120 MPa and the loading
frequency of 10 Hz at 566 °C in air (b).
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Figure 14. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 103 MPa and the loading
frequency of 10 Hz at 566 °C in air (b).
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matrix interface shear stress decreases from 1.5 MPa at
the 2nd applied cycle to 0.8 MPa at the 7730th applied
cycle.
When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 120 MPa,
the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
decreases from 2.5 kJ·m-3 at the 6th applied cycle to
1.3 kJ·m-3 at the 6150th applied cycle, which lies in the
left part of the theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated
energy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear stress
curve, as shown in Figure 13a. Comparing the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with the
theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix interface shear stress corresponding to the different applied
cycle numbers can be obtained, as shown in Figure 13b,
in which the fibre/matrix interface shear stress decreases
from 0.7 MPa at the 6th applied cycle to 0.25 MPa at the
6150th applied cycle.
When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 103 MPa,
the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
decreases from 1.3 kJ·m-3 at the 2nd applied cycle to
0.7 kJ·m-3 at the 572th applied cycle, which lies in the
left part of the theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated
energy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear stress
curve, as shown in Figure 14a. Comparing the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with the
theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix interface shear stress corresponding to the different applied
cycle numbers can be obtained, as shown in Figure
14b, in which the interface shear stress decreases from
0.5 MPa at the 2nd applied cycle to 0.28 MPa at the 572th
applied cycle.
SiC/MAS at 1093 °C in air
At the loading frequency of f = 1 Hz, when the
fatigue peak stress is σmax = 137 MPa, the experimental
and theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
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the fibre/matrix interface shear stress corresponding to
the different applied cycle numbers can be obtained, as
shown in Figure 10b, in which the fibre/matrix interface
shear stress decreases from 1.2 MPa at the 3rd applied
cycle to 0.8 MPa at the 105th applied cycle.
When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 103 MPa, the
experimental and theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress curves are shown in Figure 11a. The theoretical
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy increases with
the decreasing fiber/matrix interface shear stress from
4.7 kJ·m-3 at τ i = 20 MPa to the peak values of 11 kJ·m-3 at
τi = 7 MPa, and then decreases to 0 kJ·m-3 at τi = 0 MPa.
The experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
decreases from 2.7 kJ·m-3 at the 4th applied cycle to
2.4 kJ·m-3 at the 920th applied cycle, which lies in the left
part of the fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus the
fibre/matrix interface shear stress curve. Comparing the
experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with
the theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix
interface shear stress corresponding to the different
applied cycle numbers can be obtained, as shown in
Figure 11b, in which the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress decreases from 1 MPa at the 4th applied cycle to
0.8 MPa at the 920th applied cycle.
At the loading frequency of f = 10 Hz, when the
fatigue peak stress is σ max = 137 MPa, the experimental
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy decreases from
6.5 kJ·m-3 at the 2nd applied cycle to 3.6 kJ·m-3 at the
7730th applied cycle, which lies in the left part of the
theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus
the fibre/matrix interface shear stress curve, as shown
in Figure 12a. Comparing the experimental fatigue
hysteresis dissipated energy with the theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix interface shear stress
corresponding to the different applied cycle numbers can
be obtained, as shown in Figure 12b, in which the fibre/
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Figure 15. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 137 MPa and the loading
frequency of 1 Hz at 1093 °C in air (b).
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Figure 16. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 120 MPa and the loading
frequency of 1 Hz at 1093 °C in air (b).
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Figure 17. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 103 MPa and the loading
frequency of 1 Hz at 1093 °C in air (b).
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Figure 18. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 96 MPa and the loading
frequency of 1 Hz at 1093 °C in air (b).
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versus the fibre/matrix interface shear stress curves are
shown in Figure 15a. The theoretical fatigue hysteresis
dissipated energy increases with the decreasing fibre/
matrix interface shear stress from 31 kJ·m-3 at τi = 20 to
the peak values of 44.5 kJ·m-3 at τi = 11.4 MPa, and then
decreases to 0 kJ·m-3 at τ i = 0 MPa. The experimental
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy decreases from
43.8 kJ·m-3 at the 4th applied cycle to 32.8 kJ·m-3 at
the 25th applied cycle, which lies in the left part of the
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus the fibre/
matrix interface shear stress curve. Comparing the
experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with
the theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix
interface shear stress corresponding to the different
cycle numbers can be obtained, as shown in Figure
15b, in which the interface shear stress decreases from
9.8 MPa at the 4th applied cycle to 5.6 MPa at the 25th
applied cycle.
When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 120 MPa, the
experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy
versus the fibre/matrix interface shear stress curves are
shown in Figure 16a. The theoretical fatigue hysteresis
dissipated energy increases with the decreasing interface shear stress from 19 kJ·m-3 at τi = 20 MPa to the peak
values of 35.1 kJ·m-3 at τi = 9 MPa, and then decreases
to 0 kJ·m-3 at τi = 0 MPa. The experimental fatigue
hysteresis dissipated energy decreases from 34.9 kJ·m-3
at the 3rd applied cycle to 22.5 kJ·m-3 at the 76th applied
cycle, which lies in the left part of the fatigue hysteresis
dissipated energy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress curve. By comparing the experimental fatigue
hysteresis dissipated energy with the theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix interface shear stress
corresponding to the different applied cycle numbers can
be obtained, as shown in Figure 16b, in which the fibre/
matrix interface shear stress decreases from 8.2 MPa at
the 3rd applied cycle to 3.6 MPa at the 76th applied cycle.
When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 103 MPa,
the experimental and theoretical fatigue hysteresis
dissipated energy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress curves are shown in Figure 17a. The theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy increases with
the decreasing fibre/matrix interface shear stress from
11.9 kJ·m-3 at τi = 20 MPa to the peak values of 25.5 kJ·m3
at τ i = 7.8 MPa, and then decreases to 0 kJ m-3 at τ i =
0 MPa. The experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated
energy decreases from 25.5 kJ·m-3 at the 4th applied cycle
to 6.5 kJ·m-3 at the 10608th applied cycle, which lies in the
left part of the fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus
the fibre/matrix interface shear stress curve. Comparing
the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
with the theoretical computational values, the fibre/
matrix interface shear stress corresponding to the different applied cycle numbers can be obtained, as shown
in Figure 17b, in which the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress decreases from 7.6 MPa at the 4th applied cycle to
1.1 MPa at the 10608th applied cycle.
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When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 96 MPa,
the experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated
energy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear stress
curves are shown in Figure 18a. The theoretical fatigue
hysteresis dissipated energy increases with the decreasing fibre/matrix interface shear stress from 7.6 kJ·m-3
at τi = 20 MPa to the peak values of 16.4 kJ·m-3 at τi =
7.2 MPa, and then decreases to 0 kJ·m-3 at τi = 0 MPa.
The experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
decreases from 16 kJ·m-3 at the 3rd applied cycle to
4.2 kJ·m-3 at the 33300th applied cycle, which lies in the
left part of the fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus
the fibre/matrix interface shear stress curve. Comparing
the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
with the theoretical computational values, the fibre/
matrix interface shear stress corresponding to the different applied cycle numbers can be obtained, as shown
in Figure 18b, in which the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress decreases from 6.2 MPa at the 3rd applied cycle to
1 MPa at the 33300th applied cycle.
At the loading frequency of f = 10 Hz, when the
fatigue peak stress is σmax = 103 MPa, the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy decreases
from 13 kJ·m-3 at the 6th applied cycle to 3.1 kJ·m-3 at
the 94044th applied cycle, which lies in the left part
of the theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
versus the fibre/matrix interface shear stress curve,
as shown in Figure 19a. Comparing the experimental
fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with the theoretical
computational values, the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress corresponding to the different applied cycle
numbers can be obtained, as shown in Figure 19b, in
which the fibre/matrix interface shear stress decreases
from 2.4 MPa at the 6th applied cycle to 0.6 MPa at the
94044th applied cycle.
When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 96 MPa, the
experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy decreases from 8.1 kJ·m-3 at the 6th applied cycle to 3.6 kJ·m-3
at the 28400th applied cycle, which lies in the left part
of the theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
versus the fibre/matrix interface shear stress curve, as
shown in Figure 20a. Comparing the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with the theoretical
computational values, the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress corresponding to the different cycle numbers can
be obtained, as shown in Figure 20b, in which the fibre/
matrix interface shear stress decreases from 2.1 MPa at
the 6th applied cycle to 0.85 MPa at the 28400th applied
cycle.
When the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 86 MPa,
the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy
decreases from 7.2 kJ·m-3 at the 6th applied cycle to
1.6 kJ·m-3 at the 1063330th applied cycle, which lies in
the left part of the theoretical fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy versus the fibre/matrix interface shear
stress curve, as shown in Figure 21a. Comparing the
experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with
Ceramics – Silikáty 63 (1) 51-66 (2019)
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Figure 19. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 103 MPa and the loading
frequency of 10 Hz at 1093 °C in air (b).
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Figure 20. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves (a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 96 MPa and the loading
frequency of 10 Hz at 1093 °C in air (b).
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Figure 21. The experimental and theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus the interface shear stress curves(a) and the
interface shear stress versus the cycle number curve of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite under σmax = 86 MPa and the loading
frequency of 10 Hz at 1093 °C in air (b).
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the theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix
interface shear stress corresponding to the different
cycle numbers can be obtained, as shown in Figure 21b,
in which the interface shear stress decreases from
2.1 MPa at the 6th applied cycle to 0.45 MPa at the
1063330th applied cycle.
DISCUSSION
The effect of loading frequency on the evolution of
the interface shear stress with fatigue is shown in Figure
22. The interface shear stress at a low loading frequency
is higher than that at a high loading frequency; and the
interface shear stress degradation rate at a low loading
frequency is higher than that at a high loading frequency.
At 566 °C in air, when the fatigue peak stress is
σmax = 137 MPa, the fibre/matrix interface shear stress
decreases from 1.2 MPa at the 4th applied cycle to
1 MPa at the 230th applied cycle, and the interface
shear stress degradation rate is 8.8 × 10 -4 MPa/Cycle

with the loading frequency of f = 1 Hz; and when f =
10 Hz, the interface shear stress decreases from 1.5 MPa
at the 2nd applied cycle to 0.8 MPa at the 7730th applied
cycle, and the interface shear stress degradation rate is
9.0 × 10 -5 MPa/Cycle, as shown in Table 1. When the
fatigue peak stress is σmax = 103 MPa, the interface shear
stress decreases from 1 MPa at the 4th applied cycle
to 0.8 MPa at the 920th applied cycle, and the interface
shear stress degradation rate is 2.1 × 10 -4 MPa/Cycle
with the loading frequency of f = 1 Hz; and when f =
10 Hz, the interface shear stress decreases from 0.5 MPa
at the 2nd applied cycle to 0.28 MPa at the 572th applied
cycle, and the interface shear stress degradation rate is
3.8 × 10 -4 MPa/Cycle, as shown in Table 1.
At 1093 °C in air, when the fatigue peak stress is
σmax = 103 MPa, the interface shear stress decreases from
7.6 MPa at the 4th applied cycle to 1.1 MPa at the 10608th
applied cycle, and the interface shear stress degradation
rate is 6.1 × 10 -4 MPa/Cycle; and at the loading frequency
of 10 Hz, the interface shear stress decreases from

Table 1. The interface shear stress degradation rate of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite at 566 °C and 1093 °C in air.
Temperature
(°C)

Loading frequency
(Hz)

σmax
(MPa)

τinitial
(MPa)

τfinal
(MPa)

Ninitial

Nfinal

ψ (MPa/Cycle)

		
1
		
566
		
		
10

137
120
103

1.2
1.2
1

1
0.9
0.8

4
3
4

230
46
920

8.8×10-4
6.9×10-3
2.1×10-4

137
120
103

1.5
0.7
0.5

0.8
0.25
0.28

2
6
2

7730
6150
572

9.0×10-5
7.3×10-5
3.8×10-4

		
1
		
1093		

137
120
103
96

9.8
8.2
7.6
6.2

5.6
3.6
1.1
1

4
3
4
3

25
76
10608
33300

2.0×10-1
6.0×10-2
6.1×10-4
1.5×10-4
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96
86

2.4
2.1
2.1
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0.85
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6
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Figure 22. The interface shear stress versus the cycle number curves of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite corresponding to:
a) 566 °C in air; and b) 1093 °C in air.
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2.4 MPa at the 6th applied cycle to 0.6 MPa at the 94044th
applied cycle, and the interface shear stress degradation
rate is 1.9 × 10 -5 MPa/Cycle, as shown in Table 1. When
the fatigue peak stress is σmax = 96 MPa, the interface
shear stress decreases from 6.2 MPa at the 3rd applied
cycle to 1 MPa at the 33300th applied cycle, and the
interface shear stress degradation rate is 1.5 × 10 -4 MPa/
Cycle with the loading frequency of 1 Hz; and when
f = 10 Hz, the interface shear stress decreases from
2.1 MPa at the 6th applied cycle to 0.85 MPa at the
28400th applied cycle, and the interface shear stress
degradation rate is 4.4 × 10 -5 MPa/Cycle, as shown in
Table 1.
The effect of the temperature on the evolution of
the fibre/matrix interface shear stress with fatigue
is shown in Figure 23. For the cross-ply SiC/MAS
composite, the MAS matrix radial thermal expansion
coefficient αrm is lower than the SiC fibre radial thermal
expansion coefficient αrf, i.e., αrm = 1.2 × 10 -6/K vs.
α rf = 2.9 × 10 -6/K, leading to the radial thermal residual
tensile stress at the fibre/matrix interface at a testing
temperature T1 lower than the processing temperature T0,
i.e., T1 < T0. After the fibre/matrix interface debonding,
a gap appears between the fibre and the matrix, this gap
can be described using the following equation. [16]
ψ=

τi (Ninitial) − τi (Nfinal)
Ninitial − Nfinal

(12)

This gap decreases as the testing temperature
increases, leading to the increase in the interface shear
stress when the testing temperature increases. At 566 °C
in air, the interface shear stress is lower than that at the
testing temperature of 1093 °C, as shown in Figure 23a
and b. However, the interface shear stress degradation
rate also increases with the temperature, i.e., when the
fatigue peak stress is σmax = 137 MPa and f = 1 Hz, the
interface shear stress degradation rate is 8.8 × 10 -4 MPa/
Cycle at 566 °C in air, and 2.0 × 10 -1 MPa/Cycle at
1093 °C in air.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the synergistic effects of the loading frequency and testing temperature on the fatigue
hysteresis behaviour of a cross-ply SiC/MAS composite
have been investigated. The fatigue stress-strain hysteresis loop models, considering different matrix cracking
modes, were developed to establish the relationships
between the hysteresis loops, hysteresis dissipated
energy and interface shear stress. Comparing the experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated energy with
the theoretical computational values, the fibre/matrix
interface shear stress of the cross-ply SiC/MAS corresponding to the different loading frequencies, testing
temperatures, fatigue peak stresses and applied cycle
numbers have been obtained.
● The experimental fatigue hysteresis dissipated ener-

gy of the cross-ply SiC/MAS decreases with the
increasing cycle number, which lies in the left part
of theoretical hysteresis dissipated energy versus
the applied cycle number curves; and the fatigue
stress-strain hysteresis loops of cross-ply SiC/MAS
corresponding to the interface slip Case IV, i.e., the
fibre/matrix interface completely debonding and the
fibre completely sliding relative to the matrix.

● At the loading frequency of f = 1 Hz, the fibre/matrix

interface shear stress and the interface shear stress
degradation rate are higher than that at the high
loading frequency of 10 Hz at 566 °C and 1093 °C in
air conditions.

● At 1093 °C in air conditions, the fibre/matrix interface

shear stress and the interface shear stress degradation
rate are higher than that at 566 °C in air conditions
when the loading frequency f = 1 and 10 Hz.
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Figure 23. The interface shear stress versus the cycle number curves of the cross-ply SiC/MAS composite corresponding to:
a) 1 Hz; and b) 10 Hz.
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